
 

Real World Sales Tips 
Plus, check out the most recent Who's Who with Helix Company! 

 

This month's sales tip comes from Josh Turkenitz. Josh manages the Busy Body Gyms to 

Go store in Boca Raton, FL. Many of you might recall his name from our recent All Star 

Sales Contest – Josh was the #8 Helix producer in the entire US! 

  

Josh’s customer came in looking for something different. Usually, when you hear the 

prospect say they're looking for something different, your Helix Radarshould start to turn 

on. But, at this point in the process, Josh had also learned the customer had an elliptical at 

home; he back-burnered the thought of an upright Helix. 

  

Like all great salespeople, Josh kept the discussion going and asked all of the 

probing/qualifying questions you need to ask before you can make an informed product 

recommendation. The more you can find out about a customers needs and  goals, 

the better chance you have of recommending a product that will exactly fit what 

they’re looking for. 

  

Josh's customer was a serious club-level tennis player. Tennis, a sport that requires a 

TON of lateral movement. The Helix Radar was starting to turn back on. 

  

Then, the customer started bemoaning how much ROM he had lost in his hips.  He 

couldn’t believe how tight, almost frozen, his hips had become over the years. 

  



 

At this point Josh knew there was one, and ONLY one, solution that would perfectly suit 

this client --- a Helix HR1000 Recumbent! Using what he’d learned from the Helix 

Recumbent Study Modules and Quiz, his knowledge as a personal trainer, and what he 

has seen anecdotally from previous clients who purchased a Helix recumbent, Josh 

introduced the client to the HR1000. Josh got on the product and, while demoing it at a 

slow pace, explained how the HR1000 improves hip ROM while also strengthening the 

muscles and connective tissues surrounding the hip joints. 

  

After this brief demo, the customer got on the product. Of course, the client felt firsthand 

everything Josh had explained to him. He LOVED it. But, Josh couldn’t close him at that 

point. The client wanted his trainer to come in to review and try the product. 

  

In general, trainers love Helix. Trainers know how the body is supposed to move.  When 

you get them on a Helix most will almost instantaneously understand why it’s such a great 

product. This turned out to be exactly that sort of situation. The trainer knew the 

challenges his client had been experiencing due to tight hips.  Within seconds on the 

HR1000 he understood why it was the PERFECT solution. 

  

  

What are the outcomes of this story? 



 

 First, Josh asked enough questions to know the Helix Recumbent was the perfect 

solution for this client’s needs. 

 Second, because it’s the perfect machine, the client is going to start feeling 

GREAT about the improvements he’ll be experiencing - improved ROM, improved 

lateral movement, more power In his swing due to strengthening the glutes. 

 Third, because the customer feels great about his improvements, he’ll tell his 

friends at the tennis club all about it. Which will result in a few referral sales for 

Josh. 

 Fourth, Josh made some pretty sweet spiff dollars on this sale! 

 Finally, Josh got to see how much the client AND his trainer liked the Helix.  This 

only reinforces the belief Josh has in Helix products and how they have helped so 

many of his clients over the years. 

 

 

Welcome David Taylor! 

 

Please join us in welcoming David Taylor, our new Key Accounts Manager for North 

America!  Dave will be responsible for managing direct relationships with the Helix 

distribution network and national accounts programs, handling the day to day operational 

responsibilities and exploring opportunities within these groups.   

 

David is a seasoned account manager and has been a top performer in the areas of new 

account development, account retention and increasing existing account sales.  His years 

of experience with dealers allow him to bring a new, yet well-proven, perspective that will 

help guide Helix's growing distribution network.   

 

David can be reached via email at dave@helixco.com.  His direct line is 732-996-3793. 

  

Farewell and Best Wishes to Jen Roessler! 

 

Jen Roessler's last day with Helix Co. was Friday, May 18th.  Along with her business 

partner and husband, Adam, she is focusing on business development for Roessler 



 

Consulting.  We are really going to miss her “can do” attitude, energy and spirit.  Best of 

luck, Jen! 

  

 

 

Happy Father's Day to all the dads out there!  

And, Happy Selling! 
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